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1 Technical and scientific description of the activities

1.1 Rationale.

ASOPT is a fundamental research project proposal, involving software development for
experimental and dissemination purposes.

Static program analysis basically consists in finding program invariants: properties
that are known to hold for all executions. These invariants can often be expressed as
geometric shapes. For instance, the index variables in nested loops often lie within simple
shapes, such as triangles or convex polyhedra. Most abstract interpretation techniques
leverage such geometrical properties in order to automatically obtain invariants.

Many abstract interpretation techniques attempt to find“good”, if not optimal, param-
eters for a geometric shape verifying certain constraints; this not only applies to purely
numerical abstractions (for numerical program variables), but also to abstractions of data
structures (arrays and more complex shapes). This problem can often be addressed by
optimization techniques, opening the possibility of exploiting a wide range of advanced
techniques from mathematical programming.

The purpose of this project is to develop new abstract domains and new resolution
techniques to improve the quality of program analysis, especially for embedded control
programs, and in the longer run, for numerical simulations programs.

To this end, the project will bring together static analysis, optimization, and con-
trol/game theory experts around some program verification problems expressed geomet-
rically, in order to invent, develop, and experiment new methods. The expected benefits
are twofold:

• The program analysis community will get new tools, allowing one to improve both
precision and efficiency, in order to address the large scale problems arising in in-
dustrial applications.

• The optimiser or the control/game theorist will meet new challenges: proof and pro-
gram verification applications require exact solutions, whereas for most optimization
applications, approximate solutions are enough; also, some fixed point problems aris-
ing in static analysis are unfamiliar and specially hard from the game theory point
of view, due to unphysical characteristics.

1.2 Background, state of the art, issues and hypotheses

1.2.1 Industrial context

The general context of the project is the development of methods and tools to analyse
statically embedded software with high-level of criticality for which the detection of errors
at run-time is unacceptable for safety or security reasons. Such software is found in many
applications, including transportation, automotive, avionics, space, and industrial process
control.

Control software is characteristically based on physical models, whence involves a lot
of numerical computations. Still, such software also uses arrays, pointers and other data
structures, and verification techniques should therefore address both the numerical and
the memory aspects.

Static analysis of such software allows:
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• verifying critical properties (e.g. proving the absence of possible runtime errors),
and

• helping automatically locate the origin of potential violations of critical properties.

An example of a critical property, as found in control and supervision software, is: “as-
suming condition C1 on boolean and numerical variables holds for t1 clock units, the
program must imperatively establish condition C2 within t2 clock units”. Another exam-
ple would be “if the variations of some input values are bounded then the variation of
this output variable is also bounded”. More complex properties involve several processes.
For example “if two synchronised processes read almost equal values at slightly different
times, then their outputs agree within some given interval of values”.

Within the last decade, progress in the field of static analysis has permitted applying
it to large-scale critical software. One can cite at least two important commercial tools:
PolySpace1 (now part of MathWorks) and ABSINT2. On the academic side, the ASTRÉE3

static analyser was successfully applied to the detection of runtime errors of control-
command software, most notably to avionics programs from Airbus [DS07, SD07]. The
FLUCTUAT static analyser, developed by CEA LIST/LMeASI, one of the partners of this
project, targets the synthesis of complex numerical properties of control command codes;
its industrial users include Dassault-Aviation, Hispano-Suiza, Airbus and Astrium ST.
As reported in e.g. [GPBG07], this analyser has been able to find subtle bugs or prove
intricate properties concerning the imprecision of the computation of numerical schemes
due to the use of floating-point numbers (instead of real numbers)

It is largely admitted that static analysis helps producing better-quality code and
saving costs during the validation process. The classical approach for software validation
is testing, which is complementary to static analysis but does not represent a substitute.
Testing may be easier to apply than static analysis, but since test cases cannot cover
all possible events, testing can only ensure a certain confidence level in the software,
but not the absence of errors in every case. The current interest in the development of
“provably safe” critical embedded system has resulted in static analysis programs at US
aerospace suppliers (e.g. Rockwell Collins) and research groups (Kansas University, SRI
International, Kestrel Technologies...) in addition to the above noted European suppliers
and research groups. The international standard for the development of avionic software
(DO-178B / ED-12B) is to undergo a major revision, and it is envisioned that the use of
formal methods and static analysis will be strongly encouraged.

1.2.2 Abstract Interpretation

The design of sound static analysers is based on abstract interpretation [CC77a], a formal
theory of discrete approximation applied to the semantics of programming languages.
Introductory references are [Cou00] and [Cou01]. Briefly, program analysis is undecidable:
there is no mechanical method that can always answer truthfully whether programs may
or not exhibit runtime errors or other conditions.4

When faced with this mathematical impossibility, static analysers may require human
assistance (e.g. deductive methods), not terminate (e.g. abstract model checking with

1http://www.polyspace.com/
2http://www.absint.de
3http://www.astree.ens.fr/
4Formally, this is a result of computability theory known as Rice’s theorem.
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automatic refinement) or use approximations. In this last case, the method may be
incomplete (it sometimes fails to prove true properties) or unsound (it sometimes gives
wrong answers). Undecidability precludes generic automatic methods that are both sound
and complete. In this project we generally consider incomplete, yet sound, methods,
which consider a superset of all possible program executions — an over-approximation.
When this superset includes erroneous program traces, the analyser outputs an alarm
message. This erroneous trace may belong to the superset, yet not to the set of concrete
program execution, in which case the alarm is a false alarm: it signals an error that
cannot happen in reality.

Of course, the goal is to be precise, that is to minimize the number of false alarms,
while keeping memory and time requirements reasonable. This is why there has been
recently much interest in under-approximation techniques. In addition to locating con-
crete scenarios for alarms, under-approximations may also help evaluate the quality of
the analysis, that is, how much approximation has been made.

In practice, the design of a static analysis based on abstract interpretation actually
deals with two aspects:

1. The design of an abstract semantics, which approximates the exact semantics of
the program. This design is often reduced to the design of an abstract domain on
which one can effectively compute the abstract operations induced by the various
statements of the analysed program.

Referring to the rationale (§1.1), the challenge of abstract domain design is to cap-
ture a good class of “shapes” for the properties to be checked.

2. The previous step reduces the analysis problem to the resolution of monotone fixed
point equations on the abstract domain A:

Xi = Fi(X1, . . . , Xn) Xi ∈ A 1 ≤ i ≤ n (1)

The second aspect is the efficient solving of such equations, efficiency being consider
both with respect to computation costs and to precision (when computing over-
approximations of this fixed point).

An important goal of this proposal is to improve the state-of-the-art on these two aspects
using optimization, automatic control and game theory techniques.

1.2.3 Optimization applied to abstract interpretation

The invariants found by abstract interpretation involve geometric shapes: a vector con-
sisting of loop indices may belong to a simplex, or a vector of numerical variables involved
in a signal processing or automatic control application may stay in some ball.

Geometric shapes and optimization. The problem of finding the “best” shapes can be
addressed by optimization methods. Indeed, the geometric shapes are usually determined
by a finite number of degrees of freedom, i.e. by finitely many scalar numerical variables.
For instance, a box is determined by the upper and lower bounds of its edges, a polyhedron
can be determined from the vectors representing its extreme points or extreme rays, or
dually, by the vectors representing its facets, an ellipsoid is determined by a positive
definite matrix, etc. Abstract interpretation requires to handle effectively such sets: we
may need to compute the smallest polyhedron in a given class containing the image of
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certain polyhedra by a nonlinear transform, or the “best” (for instance minimum volume)
ellipsoid containing a certain body, etc.

Optimization generally consists in minimising (or maximising) a numerical function
over a set defined by constraints. There exist efficient optimization algorithms for nice,
effective classes of functions and constraints. The most basic classes arise in linear pro-
gramming (linear objective function, affine inequalities). Linear programming techniques,
together with the related results concerning convex polyhedra, has been widely used in
abstract interpretation, see [CH78] for an early reference and [SSM05a, SCSM06] for a re-
cent development. In these works, the evaluation of the functional F of which a fixed point
is sought (Eqn 1) reduces to solving a family of linear programming problems, under the
assumption that the arithmetics of the program is affine, i.e. that only affine combinations
of variables appear (in particular, products and inverses of variables are not allowed). In
the work of the CEA LIST/LMeASI and MaxPlus/CMAP teams [CGG+05a, GGTZ07],
a sequence of convex piecewise affine maps approximating F from above is constructed:
the sequence of smallest fixed points of these maps decreases to a fixed point of F . The
intermediate fixed points are found again by linear programming in [GGTZ07] still under
the assumption that the arithmetics is affine. This leads to sound and often very accurate
invariants.

Convex and non-convex optimization. The success of the linear programming ap-
proach stems from the existence of efficient algorithms, like the simplex method [Dan63],
or modern interior points methods which run in a polynomial time even in the worst
case (see [NN94] for an extensive presentation). Interior point techniques also yield poly-
nomial time algorithms for semidefinite programming (SDP), which is an extension of
linear programming in which the standard positive cone is replaced by the cone of pos-
itive semidefinite matrices [NN94, WSV00]. More generally, convex programming (the
minimisation of a convex function on a convex set) can be shown to be tractable along
these lines [BTN01].

However, the optimization problems that we would like to solve in abstract interpre-
tation are typically non convex. Most non-convex problems are untractable (NP-hard),
but powerful relaxations techniques based on convex analysis and leading to polynomial-
time lower bounds for the value of the optimization problem can be used. Such bounds
should allow one to get sound invariants, although relaxation leads to a loss of preci-
sion. One can use in particular the semidefinite programming relaxations of non-convex
quadratic programs, which were introduced in [Sho87], and more generally, the sophis-
ticated methods of algebraic programming (the optimization of polynomials under poly-
nomial constraints), including the “sum of squares” (SOS) techniques which have been
recentlty developed. These methods rely on some real positive analogues of Hilbert’s null-
stellentsatz (positivstellentsatz), and they are also based on semidefinite programming,
see [Las07, Par03, Har07].

Other optimization problems and methods Other classes of difficult problems in op-
timization includes integer or mixed linear programming (MILP) [ILO06, GPS00, Wol98],
and more generaly mixed non-linear programming (MINLP) [RS95, AMF95, ADFN98,
AAF98, SP99, TS04, Lib06]. Maxplus/X recently started developing a solution method
for the fixed point equations based on modelling (1) as a set of constraints on the variable
domains by means of binary decision variables expressing and/or conditions. It is easy to
show that any solution satisfying these constraints is a fixed point. When paired with an
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objective function minimizing the domain size, we obtain a mathematical programming
formulation (i.e. the formalization of a constrained optimization problem) whose optimal
solution is a guaranteed least fixed point solving (1). If the program arithmetic is affine,
we obtain a mixed-integer linear program which can be solved to optimality by means of
off-the-shelf solver; otherwise we obtain a mixed-integer nonlinear program, which may
either be solved as-is, or be reformulated as a mathematical programming formulation
of a simpler class. In both cases, depending on problem size, we may choose to employ
heuristics and metaheuristics which will find a feasible (possibly sub-optimal) solution,
which is simply a fixed point of (1) whose quality can be improved. Although both MILPs
and MINLPs are NP-hard in general, preliminary experiments lead us to expect that in
practice this approach is scalable to programs of reasonable size.

Another powerful methods in optimization involve reformulation, i.e. symbolic rewrit-
ing of the objective functions and of the constraints with a controllable effect on
the mathematical properties of the feasible and optimal sets [LP06, Lib05, Lib07a,
For60, BE07, AFG04, HR68, Han79, GM05, SA86, HMar, GMar, BEPar, ST91, HLS95,
VnZ06, LLMO07, Wes06, She98, HKBar, GBY06, ABH+04, BAK05, Ans03, LAMM05,
DLMM07, LLNMon]. A detailed study of reformulations is provided in [Lib07b]. Re-
formulations are particularly useful to improve the efficiency of solution algorithms on
a given formulation, or to cast a problem into a class for which there is an efficient (or
reliable) solver.

1.2.4 Policy iteration, resolution of semantic equations, and game theory

One of the crucial steps of static analysis by abstract interpretation is the precise and
efficient solving of the fixed point problem (1). This is generally done by iteration solvers,
based on Kleene’s theorem, improved with convergence acceleration relying on widening
and narrowing operators, [CC92]. However, these approaches can be slow, or inaccurate,
in the sense that they compute a fixpoint and not necessarily the least one, or even a
post-fixpoint. They may also be difficult to tune.

In [CGG+05a, GGTZ07], the LIST/LMeASI and MaxPlus/CMAP partners have in-
troduced a different method, inspired by the policy iteration arising in optimal control
and game theory. Policy iteration was invented by Howard [How60] to compute the
value of stochastic control problems, i.e. of one player stochastic games. Hoffman and
Karp [HK66] extended the method to a class of two player zero-sum stochastic games.
Computing the value of such games turns out to be of the same nature as computing
a fixed point in static analysis. In control or game problems, a policy or strategy is a
rule which assigns an action to each state. The algorithm may be described as follows.
At each step, the first player announces her strategy, then the second player computes
his optimal answer, which yields the value of this strategy, and the first player uses this
value to improve her strategy. The success of the method comes from the fact that at
each step, one needs to solve a simpler (one player) game, or even a zero-player game
in the case of stochastic control, which allows one to exploit efficient tools (sparse linear
systems, convex programming, . . . ). We shall not discuss here some technical aspects of
the method (due to the presence of deterministic transitions) for which we refer the reader
to [GG98, CTGG99, VJ00, CTG06]. Policy iteration can be thought of as a combinato-
rial analogue of Newton algorithm, which explains intuitively why it is fast in practice
(see for instance the experiments in [DG06]). This has been confirmed by experiments
in static analysis, in which a fixed point is found after a small number of iterations.
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Program
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Semantic Equations

Solver
Abstract
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Solving techniques (3)
(optimization theory,
policy iteration, . . . )

Numerical domains (1)
Data-structures domains (2)

Integration in a common static analyser and experiments
(5, backbone objective)

Figure 1: Structure of a typical static analyser and our 4 scientific objectives

However, proving that policy iteration is always fast is a long standing open problem.
Recall that a result of Condon [Con92] shows that computing the value of a large class of
zero-sum games is in NP ∩ co-NP, leading to many efforts to find polynomial time al-
gorithms and in particular to prove the polynomial character of policy iteration schemes.
See [JPZ06, BSV07] for recent progresses.

A difficulty in static analysis is that policy iteration terminates with a fixed point but
not always with the least one. Experiments have shown however [CGG+05a, GGTZ07]
that the fixed point which is found by policy iteration is often more accurate by compari-
son with widening and narrowing approaches. Moreover, the least fixed point can always
be obtained by policy iteration under some structural conditions.

After [CGG+05a], Gawlitza and Seidl [TG07, GS07] have proposed an approach to
compute the least fixed point, combining the policy iteration technique with ideas from
their earlier works, leading to results complementary to the ones of [CGG+05a, GGTZ07].

1.3 Specific aims of the proposal, highlighting the originality and the novelty

The main scientific objectives of the proposal are (see Fig. 1):

1. The design and implementation of new numerical domains, that is, classes of geo-
metric shapes in R

n expressing new classes of properties.

Inferring more refined properties on real and floating-point values has become a
major issue for the static analysis of critical systems. We shall build on the latest
progresses of the partners to propose, and implement in APRON, innovating numer-
ical domains for over and under-approximation. In particular, under-approximation
in the context of numerical domains represents a major innovation bringing new
applications.

2. The design and implementation of new symbolic domains for data-structures, in
particular dense and sparse matrices.

These domains will be new, since they must represent quantified properties about
non-bounded sets of variables (arrays), and non-convex sets of index values (sparse
matrices).

3. The development of solving methods for semantic equations, using techniques from
optimization and game theory.
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We will address a key issue, computing or approximating rapidly the least fixed point
of semantic equations, for various classes of numerical domains. To this end, we will
combine policy iteration techniques with advanced convex programming methods,
in particular semidefinite programming and sum of square relaxations.

4. The development of modular techniques allowing analysing subsystems in isolation,
including with respect to numerical properties and local fixpoints.

Such techniques take advantage of the structure of large synchronous dataflow pro-
grams, as opposed to the conventional whole-program approaches — a necessary
innovation in order to analyse current and future large-scale embedded programs
within reasonable time and memory constraints. In addition, these techniques will
help making other analyses more precise.

Our aim is to build on the success of the previous project APRON5, while significantly
extending its scope and ambition.

Our contributions will be made available to the static analysis community at large, in-
cluding implementors of industrial solutions. Accordingly, our backbone technical ob-
jective is the integration of our implementations into open source libraries and tools(see
Fig. 1). The contributions related to numerical domains should be integrated into the
numerical domain library APRON6 and contributions related to equation solving should
be integrated into a common fixpoint solver. The other contributions (points 2 and 4)
should be first integrated in the Interproc7 interprocedural analyser (already built upon
the APRON library). Later, we plan to connect the Newspeak toolset8 to these building
blocks in order to tackle the analysis of C programs (instead of the academic Interproc

language).

This integration effort will first provide a common experimental platform for the part-
ners of the projects. More largely, it will be part of a dissemination work in the academic
community, for teaching and research purposes, but also in the industrial community, in
particular our EADS partner, which already provides the Newspeak toolset.

1.4 Position of the project. Progress beyond the state of the art and rele-
vance to the call for proposals

Some of the researchers involved were involved in earlier projects (DAEDALUS, ASTRÉE
and APRON) that brought forward the state of the art in the field of static analysis
of embedded systems and the development of numerical abstractions. This proposal
leverages this experience, yet brings in new directions of research with the addition of
optimization techniques not commonly used in the field of program verification.

Concurrent/neighbouring projects. We are not aware of any competitor French
project. The CAT project developed an analysis platform (Frama-C9), with interac-
tions between static analysis and Hoare proof techniques. It did not try to improve the
state-of-the-art w.r.t. numerical analyses, whereas our goal is mostly directed towards

5Analyse de PROgrammes Numériques/Analysis of numerical programs
6http://apron.cri.ensmp.fr/library/
7http://pop-art.inrialpes.fr/interproc/interprocweb.cgi
8http://www.penjili.org/newspeak.html
9http://www.frama-c.cea.fr/
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precise relational abstract domains (both for numerical properties and for memory ana-
lyzes), and not at all towards Hoare logics approaches. It is thus a somewhat orthogonal
and complementary project, with which we may collaborate by using their platform as a
demonstrator and by providing them our static analysis libraries as plug-ins.

A project called ACTA (for “Automates à compteurs, théorie et applications”) has
been proposed in the “Programme Blanc” of the ANR. It addresses rather theoretical
issues (decidability and complexity results, exact analysis) about counter automata, and
targets a less general class of programs than the one we consider.

The ITEA2 ES PASS (Embedded Software Product-based Assurance) project, that
groups academic partners, tool providers, and partners from the aeronautic and automo-
tive industries, mainly aims at disseminating static analysis verification techniques in the
industrial domain of safety critical embedded systems. CEA LIST /LMeASI takes part to
this project, with its static analysis tool FLUCTUAT for the estimation and propagation
of numerical errors due to finite precision computation.

Many analysis tools have been developed in the past ten years, that are mostly based
on the alternative approach of software model-checking (e.g. SPADE & PRESS (LIAFA,
Paris 7), SLAM & ZING (Microsoft Research), BLAST (Berkeley University), MAGIC
(Carnegie Mellon University), . . . ). This approach consists in generating (mostly finite)
abstractions of programs, analysing these abstractions by model-checking, and possibly
refining them10 if they are too imprecise to conclude. Software model-checking is noto-
riously inadequate for the analysis of numerical properties, as it completely ignores the
geometrical shapes exhibited by numerical variables.

Commercial tools. The majority of commercial tools called “static analysers”11, such
as the ones from Coverity12 or from KlocWork 13 trade off soundness for speed and ease-
of-use. They point out plausible bugs without any claim of finding all possible runtime
errors. They generally use statistical techniques and pattern-matching with little semantic
basis. This suits their target market (e.g. business or enterprise software development)
but is inappropriate for critical embedded systems.

The only commercial tools that are sound in our sense — that is, when the analyser
prints out a property, then this property necessarily holds —, are actually also based
on abstract interpretation. The PolySpace verifier14 checks runtime errors and targets
the embedded market, but it is well-known that it does not analyze numerical properties
finely, leading to inacceptable numbers of false alarms on certain classes of embedded
applications. The Absint15 tools only deal with simple numerical and memory properties,
since their goal is to model the stack, pipeline and cache of embedded processors in order
to provide e.g. worst-case execution times.

Our work will thus improve on the current state of the art, both with respect to
commercial tools and with respect to academic research.

Relevance to the calls for proposal. Our project evidently addresses axis 4 of the call
(specification, modelling and validation, with a stress on the validation aspect). It can
also be considered to address axis 5 (safety).

10mostly by counter-example guided refinement
11in a less formal sense than in the academic community
12http://www.coverity.com
13http://www.klocwork.com
14http://www.polyspace.com
15http://www.absint.de
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6 months 12 months 18 months 24 months 30 months 36 months
R1.1-1 R1.1-2 RP1.1-3

R1.2-1 P1.2-2
R1.3-1 RP1.3-2

R1.4-1 RP1.4-2
RP1.5
R1.1-1 Report on improvements of max-plus polyhedra MaxPlus/X+EADS+LMeASI
R1.1-2 Report on generalization of templates to max-plus algebra EADS+LMeASI+MaxPlus/X
RP1.1-3 Final report and APRON implementation of max-plus re-

lated domains
EADS+POPART

R1.2-1 Report on using numerical methods to obtain decision pro-
cedures for nonlinear abstractions

Verimag + MaxPlus/X

P1.2-2 Analysis of nonlinear properties over a toy language Verimag
R1.3-1 Report on improvements of the abstract semantics based

on affine forms
LMeASI

RP1.3-2 Final report and APRON implementation of the affine
forms abstract domain

LMeASI

R1.4-1 Report on improvements of the abstract under-
approximation semantics based on affine forms

LMeASI

RP1.4-2 Final report and APRON implementation of the affine
form under-approximated abstract domain

LMeASI

RP1.5 Report and Implementation of BDD+APRON library POPART

Table 1: Workpackage 1

1.5 Scientific program. Detailed description of the work.

Our scientific and technical program follows the structure of Fig. 1 and is summarized on
Fig. 2. Each workpackage is divided into tasks, then into deliverables (see tables).

1.5.1 Numerical Domains (WP1)

We propose here to develop several ideas for refined new domains for the estimation
of numerical (real or floating-point) values of variables, and to integrate them within
APRON. Also, an efficient combination of these domains for numerical variables with a
finite-type analysis will be studied.

1.5.1.1 Non-convex domains and algebraic optimization methods Non-convex ab-
stract domains are often needed to infer precise invariants when analyzing a wider class
of programs. A new numerical abstract domain has recently been introduced to infer
such properties [AGG08b]. The abstraction relies on max-plus polyhedra, and allows to
automatically infer non-convex properties involving min and max over program variables,
without requiring any disjunctive representation. Max-plus polyhedra are the analogues
of “classical” closed convex polyhedra in the max-plus algebra, which is the set R∪{−∞}
endowed with max and + as additive and multiplicative laws respectively.

Max-plus polyhedra are able to handle notoriously difficult problems in static analysis,
such as proving that sorting algorithms indeed do sort, or precisely analyzing memory
manipulation functions such as the C library’s memcpy.

Although early experiments are promising, many improvements on abstract primitives
on max-plus polyhedra are yet to be discovered (RP1.1-1), both in terms of precision
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and efficiency. Moreover, we plan to study generalization of templates [SSM05b] to max-
plus algebra (R1.1-2). Last but not least, max-plus polyhedra will be implemented in
the numerical abstract domain library APRON16 (RP1.1-3).

1.5.1.2 Nonlinear constraints Most relational abstract domains expressing numerical
constraints (e.g. convex polyhedra, octagons, difference bound matrices, octahedra, tem-
plate linear constraints [CC04, Min01, SSM04]...) express linear relationships between
the variables in the program to be analysed. Techniques pertaining to nonlinear (e.g.
polynomial) constraints are rarer [RCK04].

Even checking a nonlinear invariant (as opposed to inferring it) is difficult. The
conventional technique for deciding systems of polynomial inequalities is reduction to
quantifier elimination, which is inefficient. Some attention has thus been devoted to
techniques avoiding this reduction [Tiw05]. We propose another pragmatic approach to
this problem: techniques mixing abstract algebra (works on polynomial ideals and real
(semi)algebraic geometry) with numerical optimization and more particularly semidefinite
programming.

By using sums-of-squares approaches [Par00, Las07, Har07], we envision obtaining
algorithms that perform efficiently in practice. For instance, in order to prove that a
conjunction of polynomial inequalities P1(x1, . . . , xn) ≥ 0 ∧ · · · ∧ Pm(x1, . . . , xn) ≥ 0 is
unsatisfiable, one uses these numerical methods to generate polynomials Q1, . . . , Qm that
are sums of squares such that

∑
i
QiPi = −1. Another benefit of this approach is that

even though finding such polynomials may be difficult, once found, they provide an easily
checkable witness for the property being proved, which is thus a guaranteed result.

Mixing numerical and exact algebraic computations is fraught with stability and
rounding problems. Also, it is known that more general problems than just polyno-
mial inequalities (for instance, by adding trigonometric functions) are undecidable. We
therefore expect significant scientific challenges.

1.5.1.3 Domains based on affine forms We propose to study extensions of the nu-
merical domains of [GP06a], based on affine forms for the over-approximation of the
computation of real and floating-point values of variables, where the set of values that
can be taken by variables is over-approximated by affine combinations of some indepen-
dent “noise symbols”, with magnitude in [−1; 1]. These affine forms were first introduced
in [CS93] for numerical computation, in order to improve interval arithmetic by taking
into account linear correlations between variables. They are also used for the analysis of
hybrid systems [Gir05].

If the concretisation of such forms as subsets of R
n forms once again particular poly-

hedra with central symmetry, called zonotopes, their explicit parameterisation as affine
forms of noise symbols makes them closer to Taylor methods in guaranteed numerical
computation such as in [MB01]. They are in some way Taylor methods of order 1 1

2
, but

where the rest is represented by a noise term and not just an interval. We gave in [GP06a]
an accurate interpretation for example of the multiplication in such domains, which has
numerous advantages over the static linearisation methods of [Min06]. However, there
remains a large field of possible improvements, involving for example bounding the rest
of a Taylor expansion by optimization methods, such as semidefinite programming (this
is one of the links to optimization techniques , §1.5.1.1).

16http://apron.cri.ensmp.fr/library/
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• The lattice operations of the abstract domain introduced in [GP06a] can be im-
proved. Introducing “special” noise symbols, it is possible to greatly refine the qual-
ity of the over-approximated union. Extensions of this domain, using combinations
of affine forms with other abstract domain (describing local subsets of values for
noise symbols) will also be studied. This new abstract domain would allow, among
other things, to get better approximations for the intersection.

• We then would like to study much more complex iterative schemes, such as the
conjugate gradient scheme for solving linear systems. For this, it will be interesting
to compare the method from [GP06a] with the new domains that will be developed
in this project (for instance, the ones of §1.5.1.1), based on non linear abstractions.
There is a strong link between this subtask and the one described in §1.5.2.1.

• Finally, we will investigate selection principles on domains such as the one in
[GP06a], allowing to use and experiment policy iterations (see §1.5.3.2) instead
of Kleene iterations.

1.5.1.4 Under-approximated Domains The affine forms used for over-approximation
as discussed in 1.5.1.3 can be extended to give under-approximations. The aim is to
guarantee that, from a set of initial values, and for each value in the under-approximated
domain, there exists at least one execution of the program giving that value.

This extension is made possible by the use of modal interval, or generalised interval,
arithmetics [Gol, GDRT]. We proposed a first domain based on these ideas in [GP07].
Under-approximations have still been little studied in static analysis, with the noteworthy
exception of theoretical settings in [Sch06], and applications to the analysis of reactive sys-
tems [DGG97], formalised by Galois connections, and dual Galois connections in [Sch07].
It has also been studied in abstract model-checking, see for example [GLST05, PPV05].

Some natural questions we would like to answer are the following:
• The union and intersection operators proposed in [GP07] are still too imprecise. Can

the use of special noise symbols, such as briefly sketched in [GP06a], be transposed
to the case of under-approximation ? On which classes of problems will we get an
under-approximation which is non-void, and non-singleton?

• The under-approximated computation of [GP07] relies, like the over-approximation
of [GP06a], on affine arithmetic, which is close to an order 1 Taylor method. Can
this computation be generalised to higher orders ?

• We will study the use of policy iteration methods for these under-approximations
• And finally, we wish to generalise these under-approximations to floating-point val-

ues computation, and no longer only real values. This is far from obvious, because
floating-point numbers form a discrete space, in which subsets are not easy to de-
scribe.

1.5.1.5 Combining numerical domains with finite datatypes. The numerical do-
mains discussed above obviously ignores non-numerical variables. However, even nu-
merically intensive code also manipulate Booleans and more generally enumerated-type
variables (for e.g. selecting between different control modes).

Interactions between numerical and finite-type variables makes separate analyses in-
adequate. We have studied in the past a combination method that targets dataflow
synchronous programs, which is based on a by-default imprecise domain, which is then
refined according to the verification needs using partitioning techniques [JHR99, Jea03].
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6 months 12 months 18 months 24 months 30 months 36 months
R2.1

RP2-2.1 R2.2-2 RP2.2-3
R2.3

R2.1 Report on combinations of array shape and numerical properties LMeASI
RP2.2-1 Report and prototype on multiset properties of arrays Verimag
R2.2-2 Preliminary report on analysis of multidimensional array Verimag+POPART
RP2.2-3 Report and prototype on multidimensional arrays and non-convex

slices
Verimag+POPART

R2.3 Report on extensions to the analysis of other data structures Verimag

Table 2: Workpackage 2

Our goal here is slightly different: we aim at building a relational abstract domain
combining finite-type variables and numerical variables upon the APRON library, by
using MTBDDs17 [Bry86] in which terminal leafs are APRON abstract values. The goal
is to provide this domain with a high-level API that mimics the APRON API, so as to
leverage any numerical domain conforming to the APRON API to a combined finite-
type/numerical domain.

This solution privileges precision over efficiency, but we may use simple techniques for
lowering the precision in order to gain efficiency (in a principle symmetrically opposed to
[Jea03]). The benefits of disposing of such a domain are important:

• In our current experiments on numerical domains, such finite-type variables are
often taken into account in an ad-hoc way, and this effort is duplicated among the
different tools; such a domain factorises all the machinery involved by assignments
of the form “x = (b ? x+2*y : x) + (x>z ? 1 : 0)” or “b = c or (x>y)”.

• It allows to easily experiments trace partitioning techniques [RM07]: by inserting an
instruction of the form “b := x>y”, one can split a numerical invariant into two ini-
tially disjoint invariants, that will be later maintained separately until the variable b
is reassigned or eliminated. We plan also to compare such “trace partitioning” tech-
nique to the kind of disjunctive invariant obtained by maxplus polyhedra (§1.5.1.1).

1.5.2 Analysis of data-structures (WP2)

Although dynamic memory allocation is generally forbidden in critical embedded software,
complex data structures do exist in such applications and therefore must be taken into
account by static analysers. We intend to work essentially on the analysis of programs
involving arrays, but some extensions to other data structures are foreseen.

1.5.2.1 Sparse matrices For simulation programs, as used in e.g. applied mathemat-
ics, physics, and industry, for solving partial differential equations (PDEs), new static
analysis problems arise concerning not only the numerical invariants but also the analy-
sis of arrays involved in these programs. Simulation codes generally involve huge sparse
arrays, generated by discretization methods over a mesh, with very specific shapes and
mathematical properties, which have to be inferred so as to determine precise numerical
invariants.

This is where a precise shape analysis of the array is necessary. The typical shapes
of non-zero entries can be non-convex (for instance, some band matrices, or even block

17Multi-Terminal Binary Decision Diagrams
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matrices), and it is of primary importance to achieve a good precision on the analysis of
the shape of these matrices. Also, ways of indexing elements in these arrays can be quite
contrived: band matrices are very often represented as dense matrices whose columns are
the non-zero diagonals, whereas block matrices are represented in general as matrices of
(smaller) matrices; with of course varieties of combinations of these representations.

Last but not least, some central algorithms in these simulation programs, such as
linear solvers, rely on complex global numerical properties on all entries of a matrix. For
instance, conjugate gradient methods rely on the fact that the matrix defining the linear
system is positive definite symmetric. This property has to be expressed in a combination
of abstract domains dealing with the shape of the array representing the matrix, with
(non-linear) numerical invariants.

1.5.2.2 Arrays Although array bound checking was an important motivation of the
very first work on abstract interpretation [CC76], only recent proposals concern the anal-
ysis of properties about array contents. These proposals generally address the verification
of array properties, provided by the user. For instance, [FQ02, LB04, JM07, BHMR07]
use predicate abstraction, with more or less refinements guided by counter-examples.
Concerning methods fully based on abstract interpretation, and addressing the discov-
ery of array properties, the simplest approach consisting of summarising a full array
with one single variable [BCC+03, GDD+04], gives very imprecise results. It was refined
in [GRS05, Gop07] by choosing a suitable partitioning of arrays into symbolic slices, each
slice being summarised by a variable. This approach is able to discover unary properties
about array cells. More recently, [GMT08] permits the discovery of much more general
properties, but at the price of a complex combination of over- and under-approximations,
and needs some help from the user to select the form of the properties.

At Verimag, we proposed an analysis [HP08] using the idea of array partitioning, but
allowing relational properties between array cells to be discovered. For instance, it is able
to discover that, at the end of an “insertion sort” procedure, the array is sorted. For the
time being, the method works only on simple programs, performing sequential traversals
over one-dimensional arrays. We intend to extend this approach to more general cases:
non convex slices, multiple dimensions, recursive programs. Moreover, other properties
should be addressed, concerning (multi-)sets of array cell values (e.g., to prove that the
sorted array is a permutation of the initial array).

1.5.2.3 Other data structures Some of the techniques developped for arrays are likely
to be extended to other data structures, like lists, trees or graphs. For instance, if we
succeed in analyzing properties of arrays as multisets, we could try to extend these results
to other structures, and to show, e.g., that a Shorr-Waite traversal of a tree does not
change its global contents. This kind of extension is a long term objective which should
be addressed at the end of the project.

1.5.3 Solving techniques for semantic equations (WP3)

As briefly presented in §1.2.2, the abstract interpretation theory reduces the static analysis
of code to the solving of semantic equations on an abstract lattice:

Xi = Fi(X1, . . . , Xn), 1 ≤ i ≤ n (2)
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6 months 12 months 18 months 24 months 30 months 36 months
R3.1-1 RP3.1-2
R3.2-1 R3.2-2

RP3.3
R3.4-1 RP3.4-2

R3.5-1 RP3.5-2
R3.1-1 Preliminary report on the game theory approach to

static analysis
MaxPlus/X+LMeASI

RP3.1-2 Report on the game theory approach to static analysis,
and specialised prototype

MaxPlus/X+LMeASI

R3.2-1 Preliminary report on the generalisations of policy it-
eration to new domains

MaxPlus/X+LMeASI
+POPART+Verimag

R3.2-2 Report on the generalisations of policy iteration to new
domains

MaxPlus/X+LMeASI
+POPART+Verimag

RP3.3 Report and experiments on the computation of the
least fixed point by mathematical programming

Maxplus/X

R3.4-1 Preliminary report on iteration strategies in interpro-
cedural analyses

POPART

RP3.4-2 Final report and Experiments on iteration strategies
in interprocedural analyses

POPART

R3.5-1 Preliminary report on the design of the interface of a
generic solver

LMeASI+Maxplus/X+POPART

RP3.5-2 Report and Implementation of a generic solver Maxplus/X+POPART

Table 3: Workpackage 3

Such equations may have several solutions. One is usually interested in the least solu-
tion.18 The computation of the least solution is classically done using various types of
iterative procedures based on Kleene’s fixed point iteration [CC77a, CC92] and/or the
more recent method of policy iteration [CGG+05b, GGTZ07, TG07, GS07]. An alter-
native approach, initiated by [SW04], consists in solving such equations directly using
constraint solving techniques.

1.5.3.1 Game theory approach to static analysis In [GGTZ07], a correspondence
principle is brought to light between the dynamic programming equations of zero-sum
two player games problems and the semantic equations of static analysis. This corre-
spondence is established there only in a special case: the numerical domain relies on the
templates introduced in [SSM05b], and the arithmetics of the program is affine. Then,
one obtains a combinatorial game, with finite state and action spaces. However, a similar
correspondence is expected to hold in more general circumstances: the arithmetics may
be polynomial or allow some transcendent functions, and the domains may be more so-
phisticated. Then, we would have to solve (at least approximately) some more complex
games having an infinite action space, and sometimes an infinite state space.

Our goal is to better understand the correspondence between zero-sum games and
static analysis problems, and in particular, to appreciate the influence of the choice of
the domain and of the nature of the program arithmetics on the nature of the game. The
game interpretation allows one to apply techniques from nonlinear analysis, see [AG03,
RS01, GG04, NS03, AGLN06], it gives geometric insight, helping in the approximation

18A theorem of Tarski guarantees its existence when the functions Fi are monotonic, which is usually the case
in static analysis
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issues and inspiring the development of algorithms (e.g., the algorithm of [CTG06] relies
on the theoretical results of [AG03]).

We shall consider specially the difficulties related to the presence of an artificial neg-
ative discount coming from the semantic equations. Negative discount means that the
player prefers to receive one euro tomorrow than one euro today. Unfortunately, this
economically “unphysical” feature, which is related to the expansiveness of the fixed
point operator, arises frequently when considering static analysis problems. For in-
stance, the analysis of a program containing an instruction of the form “x=2*x” will
lead to a dynamic programming operator with a negative discount, whereas the instruc-
tion“x=min(y+1,-x+3,(x+y)/2)” will not. When the discount rate is negative, the set of
fixed points of the dynamic programming operator, which is exactly the set of solutions
of the semantic equations, need not be connected, and so, finding a local improvement
algorithm leading to the least fixed point is foredoomed. Our aim is to develop a global
policy improvement method, leading systematically to the smallest fixed point (deliver-
able R3.1-1). To this end, the structure of the fixed point sets of order preserving maps
will be studied (followup of the works in [AG03, AGLN06]). Some encouraging results
in this direction have already been obtained in the PhD thesis of Assale Adje (LMeASI
and MaxPlus/X). The proposed method will be implemented and tested by means of a
specialised standalone prototype (deliverable RP3.1-2), taking as input a syntaxic tree
describing a dynamic programming operator.

1.5.3.2 Policy iteration for new domains So far, the method of policy iteration
(§1.2.4) has only been applied to fixpoint equations on simple numerical domains (in-
tervals, sets defined by potential constraints, octogons [Min01], and more generally tem-
plates [SSM05b]) and to restricted classes of programs (with an affine arithmetics).

We aim at applying policy iteration to more complex situations. The domains we
would like to cover include polyhedra (both classical and max-plus polyhedra), the do-
mains based on affine forms (§1.5.1.3), and the domains defined by nonlinear constraints
(§1.5.1.2). The programs we would like to analyse should allow a general arithmetic, but
then, we should accept to approximate the solution. The main result of [GGTZ07] shows
that a policy consists of a selection of feasible points of certain dual optimization prob-
lems. This characterisation is expected to hold in general, but its algorithmic translation,
for each of the previously mentioned domain, will require a further work. Moreover, some
specific approximations techniques for the value of games with infinite (compact) state
and action spaces and regular enough payment and transition fonctions will have to be
developed.

We would also like to apply policy iteration to non-numerical domains: the simple
Boolean domain (subsets of B

n) used in hardware verification (using BDDs), and combi-
nations of Boolean and numerical domains, as found in the NBac tool [Jea03]. Several
questions have to be addressed: how to formulate policy iteration on such domains ?
under which conditions on the semantic functions can one effectively obtain the smallest
solution ? what is the quality of the solution in the other cases ? how does this approach
compare to the classical Kleene approach, in term of precision and efficiency ?

1.5.3.3 Guaranteed least fixed points through mathematical programming The
fixed point equations (2) can be re-cast as a system of mathematical programming con-
straints on the variable domains; the effect of intersection operators is modelled using
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binary decision variables. It is easy to show that any solution satisfying these constraints
is an overapproximation to a fixed point. When paired with an objective function minimis-
ing the domain rank in the corresponding lattice, we obtain a mathematical programming
formulation (i.e. the formalisation of a constrained optimization problem) whose optimal
solution is a guaranteed least fixed point solving (2). If the program arithmetic is affine,
we obtain a Mixed-Integer Linear Program (MILP) which can be solved to optimality by
means of off-the-shelf solvers; otherwise we obtain a Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Program
(MINLP), which may either be solved as-is, or be reformulated as a mathematical pro-
gramming formulation of a simpler class. In both cases, depending on problem size, we
may choose to employ heuristics and meta-heuristics which will find a feasible (possibly
sub-optimal) solution (an overapproximation to a fixed point of (2)). Although both
MILPs and MINLPs are NP-hard in general, preliminary experiments lead us to expect
that in practice this approach is scalable to programs of reasonable size. In addition,
certain kinds of parametric fixed point problems may be solved by quantifier elimination
techniques [Mon07] (see §1.5.4.2). This work corresponds to deliverable RP3.3.

1.5.3.4 Iteration strategies in interprocedural analyses Iteration strategies have
mostly been studied in the context of non-recursive programs, where the dependency
cycles in the fixpoint equations are induced by the program control loops. In the context
of recursive programs, new cycles may be introduced:

1. In the case of modular interprocedural analysis, procedures are first analysed for
any input19 and the analysis computes a summary of their input/output semantics.
These summaries are then applied to possible (reachable) inputs [CC77b, KS92].
Here, the only new cycles in equations are those induced by recursive procedures.

2. In the case of non-modular analysis, one merges the two steps described above [JS04,
JLRS04]. Besides the loss of modularity, this approach may induce dependency
cycles even for programs without control loop and containing only non-recursive
procedure calls. However, it allows a better precision and/or efficiency because the
computed summaries are specialised on reachable inputs [JLRS04].

We plan to explore two directions: the first one is based on classical Kleene iteration,
and address the question: “should these new, interprocedural cycles be treated the same
way as the intraprocedural cycles, and how ?”. For instance, terminal cases in recursive
procedures, which can be compared to the first iteration of loops, should be identified and
analysed first. The second direction consists in generalising the policy iteration methods
to more complex equations as found in interprocedural analysis, and is actually part of
§1.5.3.2. This work corresponds to deliverables R3.4-1 and RP3.4-2.

1.5.3.5 Design and Implementation of a generic fixpoint solver The implementa-
tion of a static analyzer which can use Kleene iteration and/or policy iteration is not an
easy task. Some preliminary work has been done in that direction, in two prototypes
(CEA LIST/LMeASI): one used for the article [CGG+05a] (on intervals), and the other
one for zones [GGTZ07].

A first method is to interpret in different manners some of the operators in the abstract
semantic equations automatically generated by a front end from the source code. To take
the example of [CGG+05a] on intervals: ∩ is interpreted as the interval intersection

19including invalid inputs, like cyclic graphs for a list sorting procedure, unless the method is coupled with
some assume-guarantee technique
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6 months 12 months 18 months 24 months 30 months 36 months
R4.1
R4.2-1 R4.2-2 R4.2-3 R4.2-4
R4.1 Masters thesis on modularity through exploiting structure PopArt
P4.2-1 Quantifier elimination procedure Verimag
R4.2-2 Report on quantifier elimination and the generation of abstract

transformers
Verimag

P4.2-3 Proof-of-concept implementation for numerical input/output
relationships, uniform flow quantification

Verimag

R4.2-4 Report on the integration of numerical and boolean/discrete
relations, partitions, time-dependent flow quantification

Verimag + PopArt

Table 4: Workpackage 4

for all iterations of a Kleene solver. But it is interpreted differently according to the
current policy in a policy iteration solver. In the case of a policy iteration solver, as in
[CGG+05a], which relies on a Kleene iteration solver for the resolution of the least fixpoint
problem for a given policy, this is relatively easy to implement. When using more complex
abstract domains (such as zones, see [GGTZ07]), for which other operators have different
interpretations according to the current policy (the closure operator for zones), and for
which we use other solvers than Kleene iteration for a given policy (such as a linear
programming solver in [GGTZ07]), the problem is much more delicate.

The aim of this task is to define a good abstraction layer for abstract semantic equa-
tions that can be used both by Kleene iteration solvers and policy iteration solvers (which
in turn use specialized solvers). The difficulty lies in finding the good level of abstrac-
tion, since solvers need information not only about ”desincarnated” equations, but also
on abstract domains that are used.

This task (RP3.5-2) is one of the more risky of the entire project. Our current
assessment is that we will decide at T0+18 whether to carry on with the level of genericity
we hope for or to use the fallback method which is to only implement policy iteration for
a few abstract domains only.

1.5.4 Modular analyses (WP4)

State-of-the-art sound static analysis tools targeting runtime errors and numerical prop-
erties in control programs currently operate on whole programs only [CCF+05]. Current
critical control programs can be large, with sizes in the order of 105 lines of code, and even
the best tools may take hours to process these. Future critical programs will probably
be larger. They may also have a more complex control structure. It is expected that the
whole-program approach cannot scale up further.

There are other disadvantages to the whole-program approach: Analysis can be per-
formed only late in the development process, whereas analysis results would be useful
from its beginnings.

There is therefore a great need for modular analyses: components of a greater system
are analysed independently, with minimal hypotheses about the rest of the system, and
analysis results can both be displayed to the end-user and be reused for the analysis of a
wider component.
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1.5.4.1 Modularity through exploiting structure Most existing static analysis
method for dataflow programs exploit only a very low-level representation of the analysed
systems (for instance, the unstructured set of data-flow equations that results from the
expansion phase of the compilation of a Lustre program [HLR93, HPR97, JHR99]); sec-
ond, they are limited in term of expressiveness (for instance, they are unable to address
the higher-order features of a language like Lucid Synchrone [CHP06, CP]).

Our main goal is to exploit the structure of Lustre or Lucid Synchrone programs
into nodes, in the same way as static analysis techniques do for recursive programs [JM82,
KS92, JS04]. This would make the analysis modular, at the cost of a possible loss in
precision. The difficulty is that Lustre nodes are essentially functions over flows, that
cannot be handled as easily as scalars by existing static analysis methods. Two directions
can be explored, that aim at getting rid of flows:

1. One can make explicit the internal memory of nodes, by adding it into the in-
put/output behaviour of nodes; nodes can then be treated as ordinary procedures
with interprocedural techniques. One prevents this way multiple instantiations of
nodes, but the memory space remains as large as in the traditional approach. This
should be the subject of a masters thesis (task R4.1).

2. One can also use quantification over time to reduce flows to scalars; however a lot of
information can be lost this way, so this should be performed modulo assumptions
about the input flows and the possible feedback loops between output and input
flows. This will be studied in the task R4.2.

Both these research directions can benefit from the building blocks studied in §1.5.4.2.

1.5.4.2 Precise abstract transformers for numerical programs Modular numerical
analyses are few and between and tend to apply only to special kinds of modules (e.g.
linear feedback filters [Mon05]).

We propose the development of new analyses that express abstract input-output rela-
tionships : given symbolic constraints on the input of a dataflow module, provide symbolic
constraints on the output (a very simple example, the absolute value function: if x ∈ [a, b]
then |x| ≤ max(−a, b)).

We have already shown that some kinds of optimal modular abstractions are reducible
to quantifier elimination problems [Mon07]; yet, effective methods are still needed. In re-
cent years, efficient satisfiability modulo theory techniques have been developed [DdM06],
and we plan to leverage these to obtain efficient quantifier elimination algorithms.

Dataflow programs with memories, and imperative programs with loops, pose special
challenges for the computation of abstract transformers, since memories and loops involve
fixed points in the semantics. Our techniques are capable of abstracting the input-output
relationships of fixed-points, but further research is needed for better efficiency. Such
fixed point abstraction techniques may also be applied as acceleration techniques for
“conventional” non modular, widening-based abstract interpretation, for better precision
and efficiency.

In addition to purely numerical aspects, modular analysis poses special challenges
because of the combinatorial explosion introduced by discrete state. The problems of
discrete state, on the one hand, and numerical constraints, on the other hand, cannot be
solved in isolation unless one wants a coarse abstraction. We plan to investigate methods
for appropriately partitioning the state space so as not to introduce too much imprecision,
while keeping abstraction sizes tractable. We expect to benefit from results from §1.5.1.5.
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6 months 12 months 18 months 24 months 30 months 36 months
P5.1-1 P5.1-2 P5.1-3

P5.2
P5.1-1 Integration of BDD+APRON into Interproc POPART
P5.1-2 Extension of Interproc with arrays POPART
P5.1-3 Integration of the generic solver into Interproc POPART
P5.2 Connection of Newspeak C frontend to APRON and the generic solver EADS

Table 5: Workpackage 5

1.5.5 Integration and Dissemination (WP5)

This workpackage includes two major technical contributions, aiming at providing to the
partners and more largely to the static analysis community an experimental platform
integrating our contributions. We actually plan to consider two different tools. The first
one, already available in a simple version, will be dedicated to prototyping new ideas
and performing small experiments. The second one will be available later but will make
our most mature contributions available for the analysis of general-purpose programming
languages. The following table summarises WP5 and the tasks detailed below.

1.5.5.1 Integration in the Interproc analyser Interproc20 is an interprocedural
analyser for a small imperative language with recursive procedure calls. It infers invari-
ants on the numerical variables of analyzed program. It it intended as a pedagogical
and experimental tool and can be experimented through an online interface. It is built
upon two building blocks: the APRON21 abstract numerical domain library, and the
Fixpoint22 equation solver, following the architecture of Fig. 2. It demonstrates: (i) the
features of the APRON library: in particular one can instantaneously experiments the dif-
ferent numerical domains connected to it: (ii) the features of the Fixpoint solver, which
implements some variations around Kleene iteration technique (iteration order [Bou93],
guided iteration [GR07], . . . ).

Interproc will first provide an experimental platform for any new numerical domains
connected to APRON, and will be extended in the following directions and corresponding
tasks: (i) Interproc will be connected to the new relational domain “BDD+APRON”
(§1.5.1.5), aiming at adding finite-type variables to APRON (P5.1-1); (ii) contributions
related the analysis of arrays ( §1.5.2.2) should also be integrated in Interproc for
experimentations (P5.1-2); (iii) after the definition of a mature interface for the generic
fixpoint solver (§1.5.3.5), it should be modified in order to be connected to this more
general solver (P5.1-3).

1.5.5.2 Connection of the Newspeak front-end Static analysis is a difficult task,
partly because programming languages are extremely rich, and have intricate semantics
with architecture-dependent aspects. Newspeak is a kernel language developed at EADS
Innovation Works, which is dedicated to the purpose of static analysis. The design ra-
tionales are the following: (i) simple (primitives are as few as possible); (ii) minimal
(no redundancy between primitives); (iii) analysis-oriented (the language primitives have

20http://pop-art.inrialpes.fr/interproc/interprocweb.cgi
21http://apron.cri.ensmp.fr/library/
22http://bjeannet.gforge.inria.fr/fixpoint/index.html
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annotations useful for a static analysis to perform correctness checks); (iv) architecture-
independent (all architecture dependent features are already computed); (v) enough
expressive to translate all C in Newspeak. Therefore, any static analyser which uses
Newspeak as target language is preserved from the aforementioned sources of complexity.
The semantics of Newspeak is fully described in [HL08]. Newspeak is provided with a
front-end C2Newspeak which translates C programs into Newspeak.

We aim at interfacing Newspeak to the generic fixpoint solver (P3.5-1 and RP3.5-2)
and the APRON libraries, in order to build a whole static analysis demonstrator handling
C programs. This task (P5.2) will consist in translating of Newspeak instructions into
semantic equations over some APRON abstract domains.

1.6 Expected results and potential impact

The expected scientific and technical results are summarised on Fig. 2. They will consist
on the one hand in publications in the major journals and conferences in static analysis
(FMSD, TOPLAS, SAS, CAV,. . . see Tab. 7), and on the other hand on publicy available
prototypes and libraries for dissemination towards the academic (teaching and research)
community and industry. We plan in particular to organize Abstract Interpretation days
as part of the coordination package WP0 (see §1.7).

• Workpackage 1 will improve upon the expressiveness of existing numerical domains,
thus allowing to verify new and/or more complex properties, and will confirm the
success of the APRON project both in scientific term and technical term (the design
and implementation of the APRON library).

• Workpackage 2 addresses a longstanding challenge for automatic analysis, which is
the analysis of the contents of arrays, a problem which raises a renewed interest both
in academy and industry, due to recent progresses (see §1.5.2.2); it could also extend
to exciting results about more general data-structures. The part on sparse matrices
(§1.5.2.1) intend to provide a new approach to the old question of discovering index
domains in problems dealing with multidimensional arrays.

• Workpackage 3 will improve both precision and efficiency aspects. The design of
a common API and the implementation of a generic fixpoint solver will benefit
from the experience of the partners gained in the APRON projects and will bring a
considerable progress in term of tools. The very few publicly available libraries are
either limited to equations on finite (dataflow analysis) domains and not isolated
as a separate component (e.g. [Mar98]), or based on only one general approach
(Kleene iteration and some variants for the Fixpoint23 library).

• Workpackage 4 will allow analysing individual modules of large programs indepen-
dently of the rest of the program. We expect three kinds of benefits. First, it will
be possible to provide analysis results without the need to analyse the whole pro-
gram, thus giving feedback to the end-user earlier in the development cycle. Second,
whole-program analyses, despite clever efforts [CCF+05], are expected not to scale
further, thus the need for modular analyses — in much the same way that modular
compilation is needed for any industrial programming environment. Finally, the re-
sults of a precise analysis of a program fragment (§1.5.4.2) may be used for refining
the precision of “normal” abstract domains, thus a connection to workpackage 1.

23http://bjeannet.gforge.inria.fr/fixpoint/index.html
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Static Analyser
Interproc,Newspeak

Program

Front-end
Interproc,Newspeak

Semantic Equations

Solver
generic

Abstract
Domain
APRON

BDD+APRON

Arrays

Modular techniques (WP4)

§1.5.4.1: exploiting the structure of
dataflow programs (POPART,
VERIMAG)

§1.5.4.2: precise transformers of complex
functions (MaxPlus/X, VER-
IMAG)

Equation Solving techniques (WP3)

§1.5.3.1: game theory approach
(MaxPlus/X, LMeASI)

§1.5.3.2: policy iteration for new
domains (MaxPlus/X,
LMeASI, POPART)

§1.5.3.3: direct constraint solving
(MaxPlus/X)

§1.5.3.4: taking into account in-
terprocedural specificities
(POPART)

§1.5.3.5: Design & Implementation
of a generic fixpoint solver library

Numerical domains (WP1)

§1.5.1.1: non-convex domains
(LMeASI, MaxPlus/X,
EADS, POPART)

§1.5.1.2: non-linear constraints (Max-
Plus/X, VERIMAG)

§1.5.1.3: zonotopes and affine forms
for real and floating-point
numbers (LMeASI)

§1.5.1.4: under-approximated do-
mains (LMeASI)

§1.5.1.5: extending numerical do-
mains with finite-state
variables (POPART)

– Integration in the APRON library
– Combined BDD+APRON library

Symbolic domains (WP2)

§1.5.2.1: sparse matrices (LMeASI)
§1.5.2.2: arrays (VERIMAG,

POPART)
§1.5.2.3: other datastructures (VER-

IMAG)

Integration and Dissemination (WP5)

§1.5.5.1: integration in the Interproc analyser of the generic fixpoint solver
and the BDD+APRON components (POPART)

§1.5.5.2: connection of the Newspeak front-end for the C language to the
generic fixpoint solver and the APRON components (EADS)

– Experiments & Comparisons (academic & industrial partners)
– Diffusion to the static analysis community

Figure 2: Expected results

• The aim of workpackage 5 is to integrate our work in two tools, the first one
(Interproc24) dedicated to prototyping of new ideas and small experiments, the
second one (Newspeak25) aiming at making our most mature contributions avail-
able for the analysis of general-purpose programming languages (mainly C). The
implemented demonstrator will be freely distributed under a LGPL compliant li-
cense. The work around Newspeak will enable: (i) academic partners to handle
real benchmarks from their external industrial collaborators; (ii) EADS Innovation
Works to promote Newspeak and benefit some feedbacks to enhance it; (iii) the
whole community (both industrial and academic) to evaluate some very recent in-
novations in the field of static analysis.

As for the diffusion of our libraries and analysers, we will release them under
LGPL/GPL license (see §1.9).

MathWorks (formerly PolySpace, of Grenoble) and Absint GmbH have expressed an
interest in the project (see attached letters).

24http://pop-art.inrialpes.fr/interproc/interprocweb.cgi
25http://www.penjili.org/newspeak.html
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6 months 12 months 18 months 24 months 30 months 36 months

WP0 R0.1

WP1 R1.1-1 R1.1-2 RP1.1-3
R1.2-1 P1.2-2
R1.3-1 RP1.3-2

R1.4-1 RP1.4-2
RP1.5

WP2 R2.1
RP2-2.1 R2.2-2 RP2.2-3

R2.3

WP3 R3.1-1 RP3.1-2
R3.2-1 R3.2-2

RP3.3
R3.4-1 RP3.4-2

R3.5-1 RP3.5-2

WP4 R4.1
R4.2-1 R4.2-2 R4.2-3 R4.2-4

WP5 P5.1-1 P5.1-2 P5.1-3
P5.2

Table 6: Global schedule of the tasks defined in Tab. 1–5.

1.7 Project management.

The links between the 5 scientific and technical workpackages have already been presented
on Fig. 2. Tab. 6 gives the schedule of the tasks defined in §1.5 (Tab. 1–5).

Coordination Workpackage (WP0) There will be in addition a coordination work-
package, WP0, which takes care of the administrative management of the project, the
administration of the WEB site, the organisation of global meetings, and the release of
activity reports. We plan in particular to organize towards the end of the project an
abstract interpretation workshop, which may be affiliated to an international conference
(task R0.1).

1.8 Description of the Consortium

1.8.1 Presentation of the relevance of each partner to the proposal

The partners involved in the proposal are:

1. POP-ART project-team, INRIA Rhône-Alpes (Bertrand Jeannet)

2. VERIMAG (Nicolas Halbwachs, David Monniaux)

3. LMeASI, CEA-LIST (Eric Goubault, Sylvie Putot)

4. MaxPlus/X, joint project-team of INRIA Saclay and École Polytechnique (Stéphane
Gaubert, Leo Liberti)

5. EADS Innovation Works (Xavier Allamigeon, Sarah Zennou)

1.8.1.1 POP-ART, INRIA Rhône-Alpes The POP-ART26 project-team of INRIA
Rhône-Alpes focuses on the safe design of real-time and control-command systems, and
is active in synchronous programming and static analysis. Bertrand Jeannet has his main

26Programming languages, Operating systems, Parallelism, and Aspects for Real-Time
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MaxPlus/X Pop-Art Verimag LMeASI EADS

Journals

Formal Methods in System Design (FMSD) [HMG06]

ACM Trans. on Programming Languages
(TOPLAS)

[Mon08]

Trans. AMS. [GG04]

Math. Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. [AGLN06]

C.R. Acad. Sci. [CTG06]

Linear Algebra Appl. [CGQ04]

Discrete Applied Mathematics (DAM) [KBLM07,
LLNMon]

Journal of Global Optimization (JOGO) [LP03,
LP06,
Lib05,
LLMMon]

4OR [Lib07a]

International Transactions in Operational Re-
search (ITOR)

[Lib04,
LK05]

International conferences with program com-
mittee and proceedings

Static Analysis Symposium (SAS) [JLRS04,
JGR05,
GJ07]

[GH06,
Mon07]

[GP06b,
GP07,
AGG08a]

[AGH06,
AGG08b]

Verification, Model-Checking, Abstract Inter-
pretation (VMCAI)

[PH07]

Computer Aided Verification (CAV) [CGG+05a] [Mon05] [CGG+05a]

Europ. Symp. on Programming (ESOP) [GGTZ07] [CCF+05] [GGTZ07] [GGTZ07,
All08]

Tools and Algorithms for the Construction
and Analysis of Systems (TACAS)

[JJRZ05]

Prog. Languages, Design & Implementation
(PLDI)

[HP08]

Table 7: Publications related to the project in major conferences and journals since 2004

research interests in static analysis, verification, abstract interpretation and reactive sys-
tems, and has been also very active in the APRON project together with Verimag. Work
in the field includes the analysis of Boolean and numerical synchronous programs [Jea03],
interprocedural and shape analysis [JS04, JLRS04, JGR05], analysis of communicating
systems [LJJ06, GJ07]. POP-ART has also developed or has contributed to several li-
braries or tools related to this proposal:

• The APRON numerical abstract domain library27, that was co-developed with An-
toine Miné (ENS-Paris) in the context of the ACI-Sécurité Informatique APRON
(Analyse de PROgrammes Numériques)

• The NBac28 verification tool (Numerical and Boolean Automaton Checker), which
is connected to the Lustre language tool-suite;

• Smaller-size projects, like the Interproc
29 online interprocedural analyser and the

Fixpoint30 equation solver based on Kleene iteration.

27http://apron.cri.ensmp.fr/library/
28http://pop-art.inrialpes.fr/~bjeannet/nbac/
29http://pop-art.inrialpes.fr/interproc/interprocweb.cgi
30http://bjeannet.gforge.inria.fr/fixpoint/index.html
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Permanent research staff involved in the project
Researcher Status Rate Remarks
Bertrand Jeannet CR INRIA 56%

1.8.1.2 VERIMAG — CNRS Verimag had a longstanding activity in abstract inter-
pretation applied to numerical programs [CH78], to synchronous programs [Hal93, Hal98]
and hybrid systems [HPR97]. Recent works in this area concern improvements of algo-
rithms about polyhedra [HMG06], abstract acceleration techniques in linear relation anal-
ysis [GH06], and taking disequalities into account in numerical analyses [PH07]. Verimag
was very active in the APRON project (ACI SI 2004, see http://apron.cri.ensmp.fr/).

More recently, a new research was started by Nicolas Halbwachs concerning the anal-
ysis of arrays [HP08]. Moreover, in 2007, David Monniaux joined Verimag after having
a strong participation in the Astrée project [BCC+03] and continues researching meth-
ods for efficient and precise numerical abstractions [Mon07, Mon05] and the analysis of
programs operating over floating-point values [Mon08].

Permanent research staff involved in the project
Researcher Status Rate Remarks
Nicolas Halbwachs DR CNRS 10% director of VERIMAG
David Monniaux CR CNRS 60%

In addition, a PhD student not funded by the project will work on the project 100% of
his time.

1.8.1.3 CEA LIST (LMeASI) MeASI has published recently in the theme of the
project, the following papers: [CGG+05a], [GP06a], [GPM06], [GGTZ07], [GP07],
[GPBG07] and [AGG08b].

Sylvie Putot is researcher at LMeASI, and associate professor at École Polytechnique.
Her main interests are abstract interpretation, numerical mathematics, and static analysis
of programs, for determining their numerical properties (precision of computations in
particular). She is the principal developer of the FLUCTUAT static analyser.

Éric Goubault is leading LMeASI. He is « directeur de recherche » in theoretical com-
puter science, and professor at École Polytechnique on the « Engineering of Complex
Industrial Systems » chair (École Polytechnique-Thalès). He created a joint research

team with CNRS (« Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique ») and École Polytech-
nique, also called MeASI (« Modeling and Analysis of Systems in Interaction »). His
research interests include algebraic topology, theoretical computer science (semantics),
static analysis, abstract interpretation, concurrency theory and analysis of numerical sys-
tems.

The role of LMeASI will be mostly:
• to work on new numerical domains for over-approximating real number values of

variables, based on the one described in [GP06a];
• to work on new numerical domains for under-approximating real number values of

variables, based on the one described in [GP07]
• to work on new non-convex numerical domains, based on the one described in de-

scribed in [AGG08b] and on SOS techniques;
• to work on optimization techniques and policy-iteration techniques for being faster

and more precise in the resolution of the abstract semantic equations;
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• to provide an implementation of these domains within APRON
• to disseminate the results of the project in academia, through conferences such as

SAS, ESOP, CAV, VMCAI, EMSOFT etc. and through its industrial contacts

Permanent research staff involved in the project
Researcher Status Rate Remarks
Eric Goubault permanent researcher 17%
Sylvie Putot permanent researcher 50%

In addition Khalil Ghorbal, Ph.D. student will work on the project 20% of his time.

1.8.1.4 MaxPlus/X This team, refered to as “Maxplus/X” in this document, gathers

participants of the project working at École Polytechnique. It consists of the Maxplus
team, which is a joint research team of INRIA (center of Saclay) and CMAP (Cen-

tre de Mathématiques Appliquées, École Polytechnique), together with one permanent

researcher and one PhD student from LiX (Laboratoire d’Informatique, École Polytech-
nique).

The Maxplus team of INRIA/CMAP (“Max-plus algebra and the mathematics of
decision making”) develops algebraic methods, relying in particular on “max-plus” or
tropical structures, motivated by applications to optimal control and game problems,
with some emphasis on large scale algorithmic problems. In particular, the team has
developed policy iteration algorithms for degenerate classes of zero-sum two player
games [GG98, CTGG99, CTG06, DG06]. The interests of the team include monotone
dynamical systems and non-linear Perron-Frobenius theory, a topic closely related to
static analysis since the fixed point functionals in static analysis are monotone. The
Maxplus team has collaborated with the LMeASI team on the topic of static analysis,
leading to the supervision of several interns, to joint publications [CGG+05a, GGTZ07],
and more recently to [AGG08b] (joint work with LMeASI and EADS), and to the current
supervision of a PhD student (Assale Adje).

Stéphane Gaubert is leading the Maxplus team, he is “directeur de recherche” at
INRIA, deputy-head of the projects commitee of INRIA Saclay, and “Professeur chargé
de cours d’exercice incomplet” in the Applied Maths Dept. of École Polytechnique, where
he is teaching Operations Research.

Leo Liberti is a full-time Assistant Professor (Mâıtre de Conferences) at

LIX, École Polytechnique, since Sept. 2006. His core expertise is in com-
binatorial optimization, mathematical programming, reformulation and solution
techniques for Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Programming (MINLP) problems. See
http://www.lix.polytechnique.fr/~liberti/cv-eng.pdf for a full CV and list of
publications.

Assale Adje is a PhD student at École Polytechnique (LiX), supported by a fellowship

from the“région Île de France”. He started his PhD at the fall 2007, under the joint
supervision of S. Gaubert (Maxplus, INRIA/CMAP) and E. Goubault (CEA, member of
the LMeASI partner).

The role of the Maxplus/X team will be to apply to static analysis techniques from
optimization and game theory, and in particular:

• To develop policy iteration algorithms in static analysis, for new domains and wider
classes of programs;
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• To develop new domains, based on generalisations of convex analysis (maxplus or
tropical convexity, abstract convexity), and to develop convex programming based
(semidefinite, sum of squares) methods allowing one to handle non convex domains.

• To develop a mathematical-programming based solution method for semantic equa-
tions.

Permanent research staff involved in the project
Researcher Status Rate Remarks
Stéphane Gaubert Directeur de recherche (INRIA) 39%

Leo Liberti Mâıtre de conférence (École Polytechnique) 5%

In adddition, Assale Ajde, PhD student (École Polytechnique), will work on the project
for 50% of his time.

1.8.1.5 EADS Innovation Works (Static Analysis team) EADS Innovation Works
is the research center of the group EADS (European Aeronautics, Defence, and Space
Company). The purpose of the Research & Development team Static Analysis is to
develop abstract interpretation based tools to show the safety and security of embedded
software.

It has designed Newspeak [HL08], a kernel language which combines expressiveness
and minimality of primitives, and hence is well-suited for the purpose of static analy-
sis. Newspeak is freely available as a LGPL library, and provided with the compiler
C2Newspeak from C. The tool C2Newspeak has been successfully experimented on very
large embedded C programs (a few million lines of code).

It collaborates with academics (CEA, LIST LMeASI and ENS Cachan LSV), through
joint supervision of PhD, on research topics relative to rich programming language
paradigms: (i) static analysis of multi-threaded software; (ii) abstract domains for the
analysis of memory manipulations [AGH06, All08, AGG08b].

Permanent research staff involved in the project
Researcher Status Rate Remarks
Xavier Allamigeon — 30%
Sarah Zennou — 16%

1.8.2 Description of complementarity within the consortium

This project brings together optimization, control/game theory and static analysis ex-
perts, around a variety of static analysis problems. This is the first project of this kind,
at least in France.

The partners will join their expertise on the various tasks depicted on Fig. 2, and
share their experiments and results in interconnected tools. The cooperation shall be
especially strong on the following scientific points:

§1.5.1.1: Non-convex domains and max-plus polyhedra (MaxPlus/X, EADS,
LMeASI, POPART): MaxPlus/X is an expert of max-plus algebra and developed
applications of it to various fields. EADS is motivated by applications to buffer
overflow detection. LMeASI is expert in numerical abstract domains and POPART
is expert in convex polyhedra and co-maintainer of the APRON API and library.
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§1.5.1.2: non-linear constraints (MaxPlus/X, VERIMAG): VERIMAG has a long
experience in the targeted application domain (control-command systems) and their
analysis. MaxPlus/X brings their knowledge in mathematical programming and
optimization.

§1.5.2: symbolic and array analysis (LMeASI, VERIMAG, POPART): VERIMAG
has recently obtained strong results in the analysis of arrays, LMeASI is motivated
by the analysis of sparse matrices in numerically intensive programs, and POPART
has experience in shape analysis. The three teams should confront their ideas and
approaches on this challenging problem.

§1.5.3.2: extending the application of policy iteration (LMeASI, MaxPlus/X,
POPART): LMeASI and MaxPlus/X have introduced together the idea of applying
policy iteration methods to equation solving in static analysis, and want to apply it
to more complex numerical domains. POPART shares this motivation and is also
interested by applying it to combined Boolean/numerical domains, for which it will
provide case-studies from control-command applications.

§1.5.4: exploiting the structure of dataflow programs (POPART, VERIMAG):
VERIMAG has designed and disseminated the Lustre dataflow programming lan-
guage, and has a longstanding activity on the verification of dataflow programs.
POPART bring its expertise in the combination of Boolean and numerical variables
in verification, in particular with the NBac tool, and its experience in interproce-
dural analysis (numerical and shape analysis).

The cooperation should be strong on the following points, related to software devel-
opments:

§1.5.1: numerical domains : LMeASI, EADS, and POPART should cooperate to in-
tegrate new numerical domains in the APRON library, which may need some exten-
sions. LMeASI and EADS will be implementor of the new domains, and POPART
is the co-developper of the APRON library.

§1.5.3.5: generic solver : LMeASI and POPART will cooperate on the design of a
suitable interface for a generic solver, using their experience gained by their existing
solvers.

1.8.3 Principal investigator: skills and CV

The principal investigator will be Bertrand Jeannet, “Chargé de recherche 1ère classe
à l’INRIA Rhône-Alpes” (research scientist at INRIA Rhône-Alpes). Bertrand Jeannet
has his main research interests in static analysis, verification, abstract interpretation and
reactive systems.

Education.

2000 Ph.D. in Computer Science, INPG, Grenoble, France
1997 M.S. of Computer Science, Paris 7 University, France
1996 Engineer of Ecole Polytechnique, Palaiseau, France
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Positions.

2006– Research Scientist (CR1), INRIA Rhône-Alpes, Grenoble, France
2003 Visiting Assistant Scientist, Univ. of Wisconsin (3 months)

2001–06 Research Scientist (CR2, then CR1), IRISA, Rennes, France
2000–01 Post-Doctoral Researcher, Aalborg Univ., Denmark

PhD and Post-Doctoral Advisors.

Post-Doctoral Advisor: K.G. Larsen (Aalborg Univ., Denmark), on the verification of
probabilistic systems by abstraction and refinements

PhD Advisor: N. Halbwachs and P. Raymond (CNRS and Verimag, France), on dynamic
partitioning in linear relation analysis and application to the verification of reactive sys-
tems.

Students and Post-Doctoral Associates.

Post-Doctoral Associates Supervised:
• W. Serwe (Grenoble 1 Univ. (J. Fourier), 2002), 2002-2003, on interprocedural

analysis;
• X. Briand (Bordeaux 1 Univ., 2006), 2007-2008, on controller synthesis and fault-

tolerance.
Ph.D. Students Supervised:

• T. Le Gall (Rennes Univ.), started in 2004, on the abstract interpretation of FIFO
queues and similar data-structures;

• C. Constant (Rennes Univ.), started in 2004 (supervised since sept 2006), on model-
based testing and test selection.

Collaboration Projects. Bertrand Jeannet has been or is involved in the following
collaboration projects:

• ACI V3F (Validation et Vérification de Logiciels avec Calculs en Virgule Flot-
tante/Validaton and Verification of software with floating-point computations),
2003–2006;31

• ACI Sécurité Informatique APRON (Analyse de PROgrammes
Numériques/Analysis of numerical programs), 2004-2007;32

• OpenTLM (Open Transaction-Level Modeling) project, in the context of “pôle de
compétitivité” MINALOGIC, 2006–2010.33.

Publications Most Relevant to the Proposal

[GJ07] T. Le Gall and B. Jeannet. Lattice automata: a representation of languages over an infinite
alphabet, and some applications to verification. In Static Analysis Symposium, SAS’07,
volume 4634 of LNCS, 2007.

[LJJ06] T. Legall, B. Jeannet, and T. Jéron. Verification of communication protocols using ab-
stract interpretation of FIFO queues. In Algebraic Methodology and Software Technology,
AMAST’06, volume 4019 of LNCS, July 2006.

31http://lifc.univ-fcomte.fr/v3f
32http://apron.cri.ensmp.fr/
33http://www.minalogic.org/projets.htm
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[JGR05] B Jeannet, D. Gopan, and T. Reps. A relational abstraction for functions. In Static Analysis
Symposium, SAS’05, volume 3148 of LNCS, September 2005.

[JLRS04b] B Jeannet, A. Loginov, T. Reps, and M. Sagiv. A relational approach to interprocedural
shape analysis. In Static Analysis Symposium, SAS’04, volume 3148 of LNCS, Verona
(Italy), August 2004.

[JS04] B. Jeannet and W. Serwe. Abstracting call-stacks for interprocedural verification of impera-
tive programs. In Int. Conf. on Algebraic Methodology and Software Technology, AMAST’04,
volume 3116 of LNCS, July 2004.

[Jea03] B. Jeannet. Dynamic partitioning in linear relation analysis. application to the verification
of reactive systems. Formal Methods in System Design, 23(1):5–37, July 2003.

[Jea02] B. Jeannet. Representing and approximating transfer functions in abstract interpretation of
hetereogeneous datatypes. In Static Analysis Symposium, SAS’02, volume 2477 of LNCS,
Madrid (Spain)), September 2002.

[JHR99] B. Jeannet, N. Halbwachs, and P. Raymond. Dynamic partitioning in analyses of numerical
properties. In Static Analysis Symposium, SAS’99, volume 1694 of LNCS, 1999.

Other Research Publications

[CJJ07a] C. Constant, B. Jeannet, and T. Jéron. Automatic test generation from interprocedural
specifications. In TestCom/Fates’07, volume 4581 of LNCS, June 2007.

[LJM06] T. Legall, B. Jeannet, and H. Marchand. Contrôle de systèmes symboliques, discrets ou
hybrides. Technique et Science Informatiques, 25(3), 2006.

[JJRZ05] B. Jeannet, T. Jéron, V. Rusu, and E. Zinovieva. Symbolic test selection based on ap-
proximate analysis. In Int. Conference on Tools and Algorithms for the Construction and
Analysis of Systems (TACAS’05), volume 3440 of LNCS, 2005.

[DJJL01] Pedro R. D’Argenio, Bertrand Jeannet, Henrik E. Jensen, and Kim G. Larsen. Reacha-
bility analysis of probabilistic systems by successive refinements. In Process Algebra and
Probabilistic Methods - Performance Modelling and Verification, PAPM-PROBMIV 2001,
volume 2165 of LNCS, Aachen (Germany), September 2001.

1.9 Data management, data sharing, intellectual property strategy, and ex-
ploitation of project results

Scientific results, which will be provided under the form of publications and commu-
nications in academic journals, archives and conferences, will follow the usual rules of
scientific publications in term of property and exploitation.

The libraries and tools developed in the context of the project will be publicy released
under a LGPL/GPL compliant license. They will also be declared to the APP34. A
consortium agreement will be concluded between the partners on this basis.

34Agence pour la Protection des Programmes/french Program Protection Agency
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2 Requested budget : detailed financial plan and scientific ra-

tionale.

A General information about the partners

A.1 LMeASI, CEA LIST

CEA LIST, the Laboratory of Integration of Systems and Technologies, is operated by
the Direction of the Technology Research (DRT) at CEA (the French Atomic Energy
Commission). Within LIST, LMeASI conducts theoretical and practical research on the
safety of software and more generally, of systems. MeASI has gained a solid expertise
in several subjects; abstract interpretation based static analysers, semantics and analysis
of distributed systems, semantics and analysis of numerical computations, and of the
loss of precision incurred by the use of floating-point numbers, semantics and analysis
of C, assembly and Matlab/Simulink code, of hybrid systems etc. It has developed two
tools that are used or evaluated by industrialists: FLUCTUAT for the computation of
numerical properties of software, and ALCOOL for the analysis of the coordination of
concurrent and distributed systems.

LMeASI has or is participating to many academic, such as ANR projects or CNRS
Actions Spécifiques, and industrial projects. It has participated to the FP5 IST Daedalus
project, participates to ITEA 2 ES PASS, is working with industrialists such as Airbus,
IRSN, Hispano-Suiza, Dassault Aviation, etc. It is in close contact with other academic
institutions in static analysis, semantics of concurrency and numerical analysis. It has
most notably well-established contacts with École Polytechnique with which it forms a
common research team.

A.2 VERIMAG

Verimag is a joint laboratory of CNRS, University Joseph Fourier, and Grenoble INP. It
is a leading laboratory in the domain of critical embedded systems. About 40 PhD and
postdoc students are supervized by 30 researchers and teachers.

Verimag carries out research in the area of embedded systems design. It aims at
producing theoretical and practical tools for the cost-effective development of embedded
systems of guaranteed quality. Quality includes dependability properties such as security,
safety, availability and performance.

Verimag has well-recognized competences in synchronous languages, validation and
verification with focus on security and safety, modeling and temporal and hybrid systems
analysis. It plays a significant role in real-time embedded systems.

Between 1993 and 1997, Verimag has produced and transferred, in collaboration with
Verilog SA, and subsequently with Telelogic, the Lustre language which is the basis
for the Scade environment, as well as verification and testing results integrated into the
Object-Geode environment. Verimag’s results have given rise to transfer and to numerous
contractual relations implying Verilog, Schneider Electric (nuclear plants), EADS for the
development of safety critical systems in Airbus, Prover-Technology for a verification tool
dedicated to Lustre, and Esterel-Technologies. Other industrial partners of Verimag are
STMicroelectronics, Alcatel, CS-Transport, EDF, France Telecom, IBM, Intrasoft, ISD,
Leti/CEA, Prover Technology, RATP, Silicomp, Trusted Logic.
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Verimag is the coordinator of the European Networks of Excellence ARTIST235 and
ARTISTDESIGN, and participates in many European projects (ASSERT, SPEEDS,
COMBEST, . . . ). On the national and regional sides, Verimag actively participates in
the“Pôle de compétitivité”Minalogic, and in the Institut Carnot LSI (Intelligent software
and systems).

A.3 INRIA Rhône-Alpes, Pop-Art project

Pop-Art project works on the problem of the safe design of real-time control systems.
This area is related to control theory as well as computer science. Application domains
are typically safety-critical systems, as in transportation (avionics, railways), production,
medical or energy production systems. Both methods and formal models for the con-
struction of correct systems, as well as their implementation in computer assisted design
tools, targeted to specialists of the applications, are needed. We contribute to propose so-
lutions all along the design flow, from the specification to the implementation: we develop
techniques for the specification and automated generation of safe real-time executives for
control systems, as well as static analysis techniques to check additional properties on
the generated systems. Our special research themes are:

• implementations of synchronous reactive programs, particularly from the point of
view of distribution (in relation with the Lustre and Esterel languages) and
fault tolerance (in relation with the SynDEx environment);

• high-level design and programming methods, including: discrete control synthesis,
compositionality for the verification, and construction of correct systems; reactive
programming, aspect-oriented programming.

• static analysis and abstract interpretation techniques, which are applied both to
low-level synchronous models/programs and to more general imperative programs;
this includes the verification of general safety properties and the absence of runtime
errors.

Recent and current international and industrial relations feature IST European networks
of excellence: Artist II, about embedded real-time systems, and AOSD-Europe36, about
formal methods for Aspect-Oriented Programming; several ACIs (“Actions Concertées
Incitatives”): Alidecs (on large-scale critical embedded systems), Dispo (on security
policies for software components), and APRON (numerical program analysis); and the
OpenTLM project of the Minalogic Pole of Competitiveness, dedicated to the design
flow for next generation SoC and SystemC.

A.4 INRIA Saclay, MaxPlus/X

The Maxplus project is a joint research team of INRIA (Centre de Recherche de Saclay –

Île-de-France) and CMAP (Centre de Mathématiques Appliquées, École Polytechnique).
The Maxplus team (“Max-plus algebra and the mathematics of decision making”) de-

velops max-plus or tropical mathematics and their generalisations, like the non-linear
Perron-Frobenius theory (i.e. the study of monotone fixed point equations and monotone
dynamical systems) in order to address applications arising from optimal control, game
theory, and computer science. The team has a long experience in the various aspects

35http://www.artist-embedded.org/artist/-Home-Page-.html
36http://www.aosd-europe.net/
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of dynamic programming, from the study of Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman partial differen-
tial equations to the development of fast algorithms for large scale zero-sum two player
combinatorial game problems, and it has developed specific numerical solver (multigrid
algorithms, maxplus toolboox of scilab). The team collaborates with researchers from
various universities or institutions in the world (U. Warwick, Institute of Mathematics
of the Romanian Academy of Sciences, U. Rutgers, U. San Diego, State University of
Moscow, Independent University of Moscow), and it is currently a partner of a CNRS-
RFBR cooperation with the Independent University of Moscow. It has an industriel
partnership France-Télécom R& D (on operations research problems arising in trafic es-
timation). It is working in collaboration with the LMeASI team on the application of
non-linear Perron-Frobenius theory and game theory methods to static analysis.

École Polytechnique is a higher education establishment providing, in addition to
research in various scientific fields, a variety of programs: a undergraduate engineering
program recruiting students from a highly selective competitive examination, members
of the team, S. Gaubert and L. Liberti, are teaching and supervising students in this
program; masters’ degrees; doctorate degrees.

A.5 EADS Innovation Works (Static Analysis team)

EADS is a global leader in aerospace, defense, and related services. The Group includes
the aircraft manufacturer Airbus, the world’s largest helicopter supplier Eurocopter and
EADS Astrium, the European leader in space programs from the launcher Ariane to
the satellite navigation system Galileo. EADS is the major partner in the Eurofighter
consortium, develops the A400M military transport aircraft, and holds a stake in the
joint venture MBDA, the international leader in missile systems.

EADS Innovation Works is the Research and Technology (R&T) center of the Group.
With sites based in France, Germany, Spain, Singapore, and Russia, it represents a
network of more than 600 people. In agreement with the R&T strategy of EADS and
covering the qualifications and technological fields of critical importance for the group,
EADS Innovation Works aims at promoting the creation of value in conjunction with
innovation, competence, and collaboration.

Static Analysis team develops static analysis tools based on abstract interpretation,
which aim at showing the safety and security of embedded software. It focuses on pro-
gram properties related to memory manipulations and multithreading. It is involved
in industrial partnerships with EADS Business Units, and participates to the projects
“Usine Logicielle du pôle System@tic Paris-Région” (subproject MoDriVal), “Platforme
de Confiance”, and ITEA 2 ES PASS.
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